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JAZZ À  
LA GRANGE

JAZZ FESTIVAL



Jazz à la Grange proudly sports its feminine facets. From 18 to 20 
February, the festival welcomes a number of the female artists who 
make today’s jazz scene so vibrant. They include saxophonist Géraldine 
Laurent, winner of the 2020 Victoires du Jazz for her album Cooking, the 
singer Isabel Sörling, who accompanies the pianist Paul Lay, and the 
fabulous sextet Artemis, which single-handedly showcases how much 
contemporary jazz has to offer. One needs only to look at its members - 
Anat Cohen, Melissa Aldana, Ingrid Jensen, Noriko Ueda, Renee Rosnes 
and Allison Miller - for the myth to become reality, one of jazz that is 
multi-faceted, multicultural and cross-generational, that is generous 
and joyous, and that gently breaks with tradition and inspires a new way 
to listen. And to round off the weekend, a fun day with events happening 
all over town.



[1st set]

PAUL LAY – DEEP RIVERS
Isabel Sörling voice

Paul Lay piano

Simon Tailleu bass

Donald Kontomanou drums

Deep Rivers was created in 2017 on the initiative of Paul Lay as an early start to the 
celebration of the centenary of jazz’s arrival in Europe. With the luminous voice of Isabel 
Sörling at his side, and the brilliant beat of Simon Tailleu, the pianist revisits the popular 
music pieces which coloured America at the turn of the 20th century. The programme, which 
has become an album, is more than a series of cover versions of emblematic songs from a 
heritage and a past, from the American Civil war to the 1960s: it is the shared expression of 
three unique voices which challenge any nostalgia with a highly contemporary style.

[2nd set]

PAUL LAY TRIO FEATURING  

GÉRALDINE LAURENT
A laureate at the Victoires du Jazz 2020 for her album Cooking, recorded with Paul Lay, Yoni 
Zelnik and Donald Kontomanou, Géraldine Laurent has made a name for herself with her alto 
saxophone - her own tessitura - as one of the most prominent figures in women’s jazz. As 
right-hand woman to Aldo Romano, Henri Texier, Ricardo Del Fra and Rhoda Scott, and the 
founder of the TimeOut Trio, with whom she has performed globally, she brings something new 
to the grand tradition of lyrical jazz with her unique personal compositions. Her freedom of 
expression, her dazzling technique and her generous sound touch both heart and hearing.

FRIDAY 18 FEBRUARY 2022

8 p.m.
LA GRANGE AU LAC



Simon Tailleu, Paul Lay, Isabel Sörling



ARTEMIS
Anat Cohen clarinet

Melissa Aldana tenor saxophone

Ingrid Jensen trumpet 
Noriko Ueda double bass

Renee Rosnes piano

Allison Miller drums

Behind the name of Artemis - the guardian goddess of hunting and nature and a symbol of 
fertility -  hides an all-women cross-generational jazz sextet that brings together leading 
performers of contemporary jazz from all over the world. Six leaders who unite their energy 
and personalities without ever losing any of their own character, to organically and in an 
uncalculated way create a powerful collective voice, six versatile goddesses whose names, 
each individually, evoke the best on the jazz scene. Their repertoire comprises original 
compositions and eclectic remakes of the classics and vintage hits, enriched by arrangements 
by Renee Rosnes.

8 p.m.
LA GRANGE AU LAC

SATURDAY 19 FEBRUARY 2022 

Artemis

Paul Lay



To finish the weekend in style, for the first time Jazz à la Grange is organising a musical 
trail all over the town of Evian: a morning workshop at the Palais des Festivités for 
students, concerts by young local performers in the bars and cafés in town in the late 
afternoon, and a final “jam” at the Palais des Festivités. The opportunity to sample all 
styles of jazz and a range of talents in a wonderfully welcoming atmosphere.

PALAIS DES FESTIVITÉS
IN THE BARS & CAFES 
IN EVIAN TOWN 

SUNDAY 20 FEBRUARY 2022

JAZZ IN TOWN

Paul Lay



PRICES

HOTEL STAYS  Hôtel Royal***** from 410 €
 Hôtel Ermitage**** from 266 €
 Hôtel La Verniaz **** from 171 €

 Find details on www.evianresort.com 
 

OPEN SEATING

One concert   34€ 

Concessions  27€  

Festival pass  60€  

SCHEDULE

FRIDAY 18 FEBRUARY 2022

8 p.m.  LA GRANGE AU LAC  [1st set] Isabel Sörling, Simon Tailleu, Paul Lay 
  [2nd set] Paul Lay Trio featuring Géraldine Laurent

SATURDAY 19 FEBRUARY 2022

8 p.m.  LA GRANGE AU LAC  Artemis

SUNDAY 20 FEBRUARY 2022

 PALAIS DES FESTIVITÉS  Jazz in town
 IN THE BARS & CAFES 
 IN EVIAN TOWN
 




